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Fonctions communicatives du rythme dans le discours radiophonique
Simone Falk
 
A matter of time...
1 Time is thoroughly structured throughout our daily life. In the morning, your alarm
clock is set to 6.30, your toast is ready in under 2 minutes, you get your bus at 7.34 and
you know that it takes exactly 8 minutes to walk from your house to the bus stop... In
Western  societies,  we  have  developed  an  amazing  sense  of  time.  Still,  imagine  an
environment where not only minutes,  but seconds are counted,  where you have to
finish your next sentence in 8 seconds to be on time ... Then you are on air! "It is the
only industry that comes to mind that actually establishes procedures and mechanics
for telling time" (Warren, 2005: 122). This “Time telling” happens by structuring the
day of the audience through specific radio programs (such as Lunchtime News, Late
Night  Show,  etc.),  but  also  by  developing  routines  to  keep  radio  broadcasters
themselves at time. Relatively little research is available on the professional procedures
and routines developed by different radio stations to keep up with time lines. In this
article, the idea is set out that speech rhythm is one of the professional routines for
keeping  listeners  and  broadcasters  on  time.  Furthermore,  I  discuss  other
communicative functions fulfilled by speech rhythm. In the first section, the notion of
speech  rhythm  is  reviewed  by  examining  its  possible  functions  and  effects  during
verbal  perception,  production  and  interaction.  The  second  section  describes  the
rhythmic characteristics of radio speech (with a focus on French) and discusses its role
as a professional time-keeping and communication device.  
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1. What is rhythm in speech?
2 Rhythm is  one  of  the  major  components  of  prosodic  structure  in  language.  It  is  a
complex  and  multidimensional  phenomenon  structured  through  accents,  length,
timing  and  tempo  (Fox,  2000).  Although  the  notion  of  speech  rhythm  is  still
controversially discussed, there seems to be consensus among researchers that rhythm
organizes recurring patterns of speech in time (for detailed overviews, see Arvaniti,
2009;  Auer et  al.,  1999;  Fletcher,  2010;  Kohler,  2009).  Depending on the perspective
taken, these patterns in time can be found in the verbal behavior of one single speaker
or in the joint conversation of two or more speakers. 
3 So  far,  a  major  goal  in  language  sciences  was  to  define  the  properties  of  speech
pertaining to rhythm perception and production in one single speaker or listener. The
focus has been on the idea that languages are build on typical acoustic time-invariants,
characterized by temporal intervals or interval ratios that organize speech production
and perception. The best known example is the classification of languages in rhythmic
classes,  e.g.,  as  syllable-  or  stress-timed   (Abercrombie,  1967).  Stress-timing  (as  in
English),  for  instance,  would  emerge  from  equal  durations  between  inter-stress-
intervals  with variable syllabic intervals,  while syllable-timing (as in French) would
show  a  tendency  to  invariant  intervals  between  syllables  and  variable  intervals
between  accents.  Rhythm  metrics  are  another  example  in  the  quest  for  temporal
“fingerprints” of languages. They were developed during the last decade in order to
investigate  duration  ratios  and  their  amount  of  variability  in  different  languages,
especially at the segmental level (i.e., the percentage of vowels, the difference between
durations  of  successive  consonant  clusters,  a.o.;  Ramus  et  al.,  1999).  The  purely
quantitative  nature  of  these  approaches  was  criticized (e.g.,  Arvaniti,  2009  ;  Dauer,
1983). Alternatively, qualitative aspects of rhythm such as the marking of prominent
events in the speech stream as well  as different speaking situations,  intentions and
interaction should be taken into account (e.g., Auer et al., 1999). 
4 In  this  paper,  I  approach  the  nature  of  speech  rhythm  by  examining  its possible
functions. To begin with, it may be helpful to look at another auditory domain that has
less controversial views on rhythm. In music, rhythm was described by referring to two
major  components:  grouping  and  meter  (London,  2012).  Grouping  serves  an
informational function allowing for packaging of notes and tonal events into larger
relevant temporal units. Meter, on the other hand, has a predictive function. It aids the
listener  in  developing  temporal  expectancies  about  important  upcoming  events  at
different periodicity levels (London, 2004). Could these functions be relevant for speech
as well?
5 We will address grouping first. Imagine pronouncing the following phrase: “What you
see is  what you get”.  Where would you slow down or even make a short pause? The
preferred boundary1 would be after see resulting in two groups (what you see) (is what
you get). You would mark these groups by building two different intonation units, by
slowing  down  and  lengthen  the  syllables  see and  get.  Accentuation  also  plays  an
important role in grouping. German exhibits very complex noun composites such as
('Donau)  ('dampfschifffahrts)  (ge'sellschaft) which  means  “corporation  for  steam  boat
navigation on the Danube”. Accents (') mark the three major lexical components of the
composite. Wrong accent placement would substantially change the grouping of lexical
elements, e.g., ('Donaudampf)('schifffahrts)(ge'sellschaft). The meaning of this composite
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would be  rather  absurd,  i.e.,  “corporation for  navigation through the  steam of  the
Danube”.  These examples illustrate that  accentuation,  temporal  adjustments on the
syllabic level, tempo, pauses and intonational boundaries all fulfill a grouping function
and thereby create speech patterns shaped in time necessary for the segmentation and
understanding of utterances and phrases. 
6 The  predictive  function  of  rhythm  is  related  to  the  capacity  to  plan  and  predict
upcoming important events in time via previous encountered recurrences. In music,
the rhythmic experience is guided by a recurring pulse or beat throughout multiple
coordinated  rhythmical  layers.  The  beat  emerges  as  a  perceptual  property  when
different layers of rhythmic structure reinforce each other at recurring points in time
(Jones,  2009).  Maximum  resonance  between  multiple  rhythmical  layers  therefore
results in maximum prominence of an acoustic event. In addition, the periodic nature
of the resonance pattern enables the listener to predict and attend better to the next
upcoming events,  a  process called “entrainment” (Jones,  1976,  2009,  Large & Jones,
1999). 
7 Speech exhibits a complex hierarchy of multiple temporal layers as well.  Maximum
prominence of a syllable or word is achieved by the joint coupling of several underlying
levels, as illustrated in the following metrical grid (as used in Metrical Phonology, see
Liberman & Prince, 1977). 
8 Layer  a)  represents  the  syllabic  units  made  prominent  by  their  sonorant  vowel
portions. Layer b) is lexical. Differences in prominence (expressed by e.g., stress-accent,
clarity  of  articulation,  syllabic  duration)  are  related  to  the  lexical  or  grammatical
function of words. Layer c) and d) relate to phrase and utterance levels. Some units in
these  layers  are  accented   because  of  their  semantic-pragmatic  contribution  to  the
utterance or their boundary-marking functions. 
9 However, the unfolding in time of the prominence structure in speech has been said to
be much less regular than in music and even aperiodic (Cummins, 2009). This should
render the rhythmic structure of speech less predictive and thereby less entraining
(London, 2012; Patel, 2008). On the other hand, it has been argued that predictions are
essential  for  language  comprehension  and  that  successful  interaction  in  dialogue
depends  on  it  (Garrod  &  Pickering,  2004;  Pickering  &  Garrod,  2007).  For  instance,
temporal predictions on the basis of speech cues play an important role in turn-taking
during conversation (Wilson & Wilson, 2005). Other studies have shown that listeners
actually form predictions about upcoming prominence patterns in speech (e.g., Dilley &
McAuley, 2008). When similar stress patterns regularly recur (e.g., a sequence of words
such as 'apple, 'zebra, 'mustard), words in the following speech signal are segmented in
accordance with these expectancies. In the next sections, more light will be shed on the
probability of a predictive function of rhythm in speech as well as on the grouping
function. 
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2. The role of rhythm during verbal learning,
comprehension and interaction
10 Different  research  domains  have  identified  benefits  of  speech  rhythm  for  verbal
learning,  comprehension  and  interaction.  In  the  following,  findings  from  several
disciplines  (phonetics,  psycho-  and  neurolinguistics,  developmental,  neuro-  and
cognitive  psychology,  conversational  analysis,  gesture  and  interaction  studies)  are
presented  that  can  elucidate  the  role  played  by  rhythmic  structure  in  language
acquisition,  speech  and  language  processing  and  conversation.  First,  I  focus  on
production and perception processes that are typical in one single speaker or listener.
In the second part, multi-speaker and multi-modal contexts are considered.
 
2.1 Language acquisition, processing and comprehension
11 Since their first days, babies are immersed in a linguistic world that is rhythmic by
nature.  Already  around  the  sixth  month  of  pregnancy,  the  unborn  starts  to  hear.
Through his  mother's  heart  beat  and blood rushing,  voices,  especially  his  mother's
voice,  and  sounds  from  outside  penetrate  into  the  womb.  In  these  prenatal  days,
rhythmic properties seem to be captured by the unborn. At birth, babies are already
sensitive to stress patterns in speech (Sansavini et al.,  1997). Furthremore, pre-term
infants have more difficulties than term infants to distinguish between different stress
patterns  during their  first  half  year  of  life  (Herold et  al.,  2008).  This  suggests  that
prenatal experience is important for the later perception of speech prominences. 
12 Actually, rhythmic grouping plays a fundamental role in infant's language development
as  they  begin  to  extract  words  from  the  speech  stream  via  recurring  prominence
patterns. Jusczyk and colleagues (Jusczyk, 1997; Jusczyk et al., 1999) were the first to
show that English learning infants used stress patterns to segment the speech stream
into bisyllabic  words.  They found that  there was a  trochaic  bias  in  bisyllabic  word
segmentation: With seven months, infants segmented trochaic words like 'bottle from
the speech stream,  a stress pattern that has a prominent (i.e.,  stressed, strong) first
syllable and a non-prominent (i.e., weak) second syllable. Only at 10 months, infants
were equally able to extract iambic words such as gi'raffe (i.e., a weak-strong pattern) as
a unit from the speech stream. A similar development has been observed in German-
learning infants  (Höhle et al.,  2009;  Weber et  al.,  2004),  but  not  in French-learning
infants. Until 12 months of age, French-learning infants do not seem to use prominence
patterns to segment multisyllabic words (e.g.,  Goyet et  al.,  2010;  Nazzi  et  al.,  2006),
although they are able to discriminate between iambic and trochaic patterns when they
are as young as 6 months (Höhle et al.,  2009). Overall,  infants use rhythmic cues to
acquire their first words, but language-specific aspects have to be taken into account.
13 The  predictive  function  of  speech  rhythm  has  been  in  the  center  of  interest  in  a
number of recent adult studies. The idea was tested that temporal predictions induced
by the regular recurrence of prominences may facilitate speech processing. Quené and
Port (2005) presented English-speaking participants with lists of bisyllabic trochaic or
iambic words with the instruction to indicate the presence of a specific phoneme as
quickly as possible. The target phoneme appeared in the onset of a stressed syllable
that was either placed at precisely timed regular intervals or at irregular intervals. The
authors found that listeners were performing better when the prominent syllables of
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the word appeared at regular temporal intervals. In another phoneme-monitoring task
with  French  listeners,  Cason  et  al.  (2012)  showed  that  even  a  non-verbal  regular
rhythm  preceding  a  nonsense-word  was  enhancing  phonological  processing.  These
findings provide evidence that a temporally regular rhythmic structure  enhances the
processing of phonetic and phonological aspects of speech in different languages.
14 Moreover,  rhythmically  regular  sentences  have  proven  beneficial  for  semantic  and
syntactic  processing.  In  an  EEG  study,  participants listened  to  German  nonsense
sentences with a regular alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables (e.g., 'Norbert
'pflückte  'letzten 'Dienstag 'Ginas  'Rohre und 'Kabel „Norbert picked last  Tuesday Gina's
pipes and cables“; Rothermich et al., 2012). Event-related potentials (i.e., a smaller N400
component) indicated better lexico-semantic integration of these sentences compared
to sentences with an irregular distribution of  prominences.  Note that  the temporal
intervals  between  stress-accents  in  this  study  were  not  exactly  timed  but  were
naturally  co-varying  with  the  amount  of  segmental  material.  In  another  electro-
physiological study, syntactically ambiguous German sentences were better understood
and processed when featuring a regular recurring prominence structure (Roncaglia-
Denissen  et  al., 2013).  The  authors  used  sentences  with  recurring  patterns  of  one
stressed  and  three  unstressed  syllables.  These  four-syllable  patterns  consisted  of  a
variable number of words (not a pattern – a word, as in Rothermich et al., 2012). These
studies  show that  listeners  benefit  from recurring  speech  patterns  of  variable  size
during grammatical  and lexical  processing.  Moreover,  exact  timing of  prominences
does not seem to be a prerequisite for generating processing advantages. 
15 Yet,  it  may  depend  on  the  native  language  experience  how  recurring  prominence
patterns in speech are perceived. Lidji et al. (2011) had native French, native English
and bilingual French-English participants tap with their finger to French and English
rhythmically  regular  sentences.  The  sentences  were  composed  of  13  monosyllabic
words  which formed an alternating  accent  pattern (strong-weak-strong-weak,  etc.).
Participants were instructed to follow the 'subjective beat' they heard in these speech
samples.  Importantly,  English and French native listeners were tapping to different
rhythmical levels in this task. Independently of the language of the sentences, English
listeners  tapped  to  a  higher  periodicity  level  (i.e.,  every  second  or  forth  syllable
carrying an accent),  while  French listeners tapped to a  lower periodicity level  (i.e.,
every syllable),  and bilinguals  were somewhere in between them. These differences
potentially reflect native language biases in prominence perception. In another tapping
study,  Falk  &  Dalla  Bella  (2012)  investigated  the  nature  and  effect  of  prominence
perception in rhythmically regular sentences in German listeners. They showed that a
regular  rhythmic  structure  in  speech  (i.e.,  alternating  patterns  of  stressed  and
unstressed  syllables)  can  boost  memory  for  semantic  detail.  However,  memory
advantages  were  only  found  when  a  rhythmically  regular  context  allowed  for  the
formation  of  temporal  predictions.  Importantly,  memory  advantages  were  clearly
bound to prominent syllables in the sentence, demonstrating that they constitute the
points  of  reference  that  participants  attended  to  during  listening.  As  German  is  a
language exhibiting lexical stress, prominences are particularly important cues to word
identification.  Future  studies  on  other  languages  will  clarify  how  advantages  in
processing are linked to prosodic prominences and their interaction with the language-
specific grammatical and lexical structure.
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16 In  sum,  the  results  from  studies  on  language  acquisition,  speech  and  language
processing,  comprehension  and  memory  show  that  rhythmic  grouping  as  well  as
rhythmic predictions in speech have beneficial effects for the listener. Recent findings
on processing advantages due to regular rhythmic structure in speech provide first
evidence that entrainment to speech is eventually possible (Jones, 2009, see section 1).
Despite more variable temporal acoustics, the formation of predictions and enhanced
attending  may  be  feasible.  However,  it  is  still  unclear  how  much  variability  is
acceptable and if there is a temporal threshold that need not to be exceeded in order to
induce processing advantages (see also Lehiste, 1977). 
17 Some studies cited above used motor components to assess rhythmic effects in speech.
This alludes to another potentially relevant dimension of speech rhythm which will be
addressed in the next section: its relation to movement and its power to coordinate the
dynamics of (inter)action.
 
2.2 Movement and Coordination
18 In a recent paper, Cummins (2009) highlighted the relation between rhythmic activity
in humans and movement. In his view, rhythmic structure in sound, especially music
and  speech,  provide  an  incentive  to  coordinate  and  synchronize  own  actions  and
movement  with  it.  He  defines  rhythm  as  an  „affordance  for  the  entrainment  of
movement“  (Cummins,  2009:17).  An „affordance“,  a  term borrowed from ecological
psychology (Gibson, 1979), represents an interaction potential of an organism with his
environment, in this case with a complex sound. „Entrainment of movement“ means
that movement will be coordinated, coupled or even synchronized with the auditory
signal (see also sections 1 and 2.1). 
19 In fact, this view on rhythm is a very ancient one. The meaning of the original Greek
word 'rhythmos' was intricately linked to the idea of an organized or recurring flow of
movement.   'Rhythmos'  “[..]  produces  distinctive  movements  in  a  generalized
direction;  it  combines  fixity  with  variability.“  (Hawhee,  2004,  p.142).  In  dance  and
sports,  we observe bodily rhythms of movements that are clearly linked to specific
affordances in the environment, such as music or movement performances of others in
order to achieve artistic or athletic goals. In a parallel view, entrainment of movement
could be stimulated by the verbal behavior of others in order to achieve communicative
goals. But what are the kinds of movements are we talking about?
20 First, there are co-speech movements, the gestures of hands, arms, face and posture
(for overviews, seee.g., Goldin-Meadow, 2003; McNeill, 1992, 2005). These movements
are  typically  performed  by  one  speaker  accompanying  his  own  productions.  The
development of gestures and speech are coupled since our early days of life (Ejiri &
Masataka,  2001;  Esteve-Gibert  &  Prieto,  2014).  Moreover,  gestures  are  aligned  with
speech prominences with high temporal precision (Esteve-Gibert & Prieto,  2013).  In
addition,  further  research  suggests  that  speech  and  gesture  form  an  integrated
communcative system (Gentilucci & Dalla Volta, 2008, for a review). Co-speech gestures
affect the listener / observer as well. For instance, co-speech gestures facilitate recall of
lexical items and sentences in the listener, in the native and in a foreign language (e.g.,
Feyereisen,  2006;  Tellier,  2008;  So  et  al.,  2012).  Gestures  also  help  in  sequencing
information.  Stories  that  were  told  with  gestures  were  better  remembered by  pre-
school children and re-told in a more coherent and structured way (Demir et al., 2014).
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Besides memory,  gesturing guides prominence perception in speech in the listener.
Krahmer  & Swerts  (2007)  presented  participants  with  videos  showing  persons  who
were talking and gesturing. The gestures were 'beat gestures' (e.g., moving the arm or
hand rhythmically up and down, McNeill, 1992), head nods or eye brow movements.
Words accompanied by these visual cues were perceived as more prominent. In sum,
there is a close temporal alignment and integration between speech prominences and
gestural movements that shape the perception and production of speech.
21 Second, there are the articulatory movements themselves. Articulations are amongst
the quickest  and most  complex motion sequences  humans are  able  to  produce.  An
English speaker at a normal speaking rate would produce on average 5.3 segmental
gestures  per  second  with  the  fine-tuned  and  temporally  overlapping  movements
involving up to 80 muscles (Laver, 1994). How could this rapidly progressing motion
structure  constitute  “an  affordance  for  the  entrainment  of  movement”  (Cummins,
2009:17)? One line of research proposes that we constantly monitor and covertly mirror
the articulatory movements of others during speech perception. The motor theory of
speech perception puts forward the idea that speech perception engages the motor
system by linking acoustic outputs to their articulatory sources (Liberman et al., 1967;
Liberman & Mattingly, 1985). Advances in neurocognitive and -biological research on
the  role  of  neuronal  structures  (i.e.,  „mirror  neurons“)  in  action  perception  and
production have revived the discussion on this proposal (e.g.,  Gantalucci,  Fowler,  &
Turvey, 2006; Massaro & Chen, 2008). Brain-imaging research and neuronal stimulation
techniques  showed  that  cortical  motor  areas  can  become  activated  during  speech
perception and that this activation facilitates e.g., the categorization of speech sounds
(e.g., Bartoli et al., 2013; D'Ausilio et al., 2009; Fadiga et al., 2002; Möttönen & Watkins,
2009). For instance, activation in cortical areas related to lip movements facilitate the
identification of syllables containing a labial plosive like /p/ (d'Ausilio et al.,  2009).
However,  doubts have been raised that this motor recruitment is  a general process
during speech perception (e.g.,  Krieger-Redwood et  al.,  2013).  In  fact,  it  could be a
strategy adopted under circumstances of increased processing difficulty, for example,
in a  noisy  environment or  when multiple  speakers  are  talking (Bartoli  et  al.,  2013,
Krieger-Redwood et al.,  2013). Notably, findings by Bartoli et al. (2013) indicate that
interactional aspects can regulate motor activation. Using the transcranial magnetic
stimulation  technique,  they  found  that  listeners'  cortical  motor  involvement  in  a
phonetic  discrimination task was  higher  when the listeners'  own productions  were
close to the presented auditory stimuli. This result fits well with previous results that
the  personal  motor  repertoire  influences  cortical  motor  involvement  during  the
observation of others' actions (e.g., in dance, Calvo-Merino et al., 2005).
22 The third aspect is closely related to these results, namely, the potential of rhythmic
cues to incite coordination in interaction. During conversation, speakers establish an
idiosyncratic interaction structure by becoming more similar to each other on multiple
levels of performance. This involves adaptation of non-verbal aspects like posture or
gesture, but also of verbal aspects such as speaking rate,  pitch register or phonetic
pronunciation (Garrod & Pickering, 2004; Pardo, 2006). It has been put forward that
speech rhythm fosters postural coordination of speakers, even in the absence of visual
cues (Shockley et al., 2003). Furthermore, conversational and interaction analysts have
pointed out many instances of temporal adaptation between speakers governing turn-
taking, feedback, and repair (Auer et al., 1999; Couper-Kuhlen, 1993; Erickson & Shultz,
1982). In their study on English counseling interviews, Erickson & Shultz (1982) were
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among the  first  to  describe  verbal  interaction  as  being  fundamentally  rhythmized.
Their  analyses  suggested  that  speakers  tend  to  temporally  adapt  to  each  other
throughout their turns by timing pauses, speech prominences and non-verbal gestures
at  recurring  temporal  intervals. A  recent  study  revealed  that  turn-taking  actually
follows subtle timing mechanisms across languages (Stivers et al.,  2009). Temporally
fine-grained transitions between turns were found in all cultures with an acceptable
inter-turn  gap  lying  around  250  ms  on  average. In  addition,  results  pointed  to
language-specific time-constraints related to communicative purposes (e.g., signaling
dissent).  In  recent  years,  it  has  been  proposed  that  speakers  in  conversation  also
synchronize  their  neural  activity  in  time  (Hasson  et  al.,  2012).  This  time-locked
synchronization  has  been  shown  to  be  most  important  during  face-to-face
communication  (Jiang  et  al.,  2012).  The  rhythmic  structure  of  speech  could  play  a
crucial part in this synchronization between speakers (Peelle & Davis, 2012), but more
clarification is needed in future studies.
23 In this section, the notion of speech rhythm as an incentive for the entrainment of
movement and action coordination has been explored. Temporal adaptation between
speakers has been found to play a vital role in structuring successful interaction and
conversation. Moreover, studies on gesture coordination with speech as well as neural
motor  activation  during  speech  perception  suggest  that  speech  rhythm  has  an
important  physical  dimension.  Therefore,  a  comprehensive  account  of rhythmic
structure and functions in speech should also incorporate these embodied perspectives
on language.  
 
3. Radio broadcasting & rhythm
24 The  previous  sections  have  demonstrated  the  multifaceted  nature  of  rhythmic
functions in speech. In the following, I will concentrate on the rhythmic characteristics
of  radio speech and their  effects  on the audience as  well  as  on journalists  in their
professional context.    
 
3.1 “Radiophonic speech”: Prosody between oral and written text
25 The  audiovisual  media  are  intrinsically  oral  media,  that  is,  verbal  information  is
transported  uniquely  (radio)  or  predominantly  (TV)  via  the  auditory  channel.
Nevertheless, written text (i.e., the manuscript) is the basis for most utterances on air
(e.g.,  Chantler  & Stewart,  2009).  This  two-sided nature makes it  difficult  to  classify
radio speech as an exclusively oral or written medium (Koch & Oesterreicher, 2001).
However,  radio speech is  conceptualized as  an oral  medium. The textual  structure is
meant  to  evoke  or  to  simulate criteria  linked  to  personal  oral  communication  as
illustrated by the following excerpt of a British textbook on radio journalism:
“Radio  is  a  personal  medium  […].  When  you  talk  on  the  radio,  you  are  not
broadcasting  to  the  masses  through  a  gigantic  public  address  system.  You  are
talking  to  one person  in  the  way  you  would  speak  if  you  were  holding  a
conversation over a cup of coffee or a pint of beer.” (Chantler & Stewart, 2003, p.10)
26 The prosodic structure of speech plays an important role in conveying this oral quality
and in creating a proximal relation with the listener (e.g., Hupin & Simon, 2007; Simon
et  al.,  this  volume).  This  is  recognized  by  journalists  themselves:  “[…]  the  way
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something is being said is just as important as what is being said.“ (Chantler & Stewart,
2003, p.11).  Most textbooks of practical radio journalism give some advice to future
journalists how to shape prosodic aspects of their speaking style, for example:
„On speech rhythm: […] a sluggish recitation disengages the listener's attention.
Small variations in speaking rate revive – minor points and additional information
can be spoken at higher speaking rates.“ (Rossié, 2013:74 ; translation of S.Falk)
27 In sum, journalists and their instructors are conscious of the professional relevance and
effects of prosodic characteristics in radio speech in order to involve the listener in the
broadcasting experience. Besides the need for naturalness and simulation of proximity,
there is another function of prosodic organization in radio-journalism that is related to
branding.  In  this  respect,  prosody  serves  the  actualization  of  a  phonostyle  that
characterizes a program or a station. For instance, Luginbühl (2012) reports a tendency
in  the  main  Swiss  television  news  to  realize  more  accents,  higher  tempo  and
exaggerated pitch variation than before. In his interpretation, these changes reflect the
imitation  of  an  American  role  model  standing  for  dynamic  and  up-to-date  news
journalism. Phonostylistic preferences may also change over time due to changes in the
local identity (i.e., when Australian radio stations begin to use an Australian English
accent instead of a British English accent, Price, 2008).
 
3.2 Rhythmic characteristics of radio speech - beneficial for the
audience or not?
28 As highlighted in the preceding section, prosodic characteristics of radio speech have
been recognized by professionals as important tools to establish an intimate relation
with the audience in spite of the physical distance between speaker and listener. In the
following, the contribution of rhythmic characteristics of radio speech for this relation
will be examined.  
29 Astésano (2001) compared the rhythmic structure of three different speaking styles,
notably radio news (France Info), radio interview and reading a narrative (non-public,
non-professional  speakers).  Results  of  her  in-depth  acoustic  study  (i.e.,  including
analyses on the infrasyllabic, syllabic and suprasyllabic level) showed that differences
between the three phonostyles were related to rhythmic parameters. She found that
radio news were intermediate to the reading (i.e., based on written text) and interview
style (i.e., spontaneous, oral utterances) in many respects. In radio news, pauses mark
phrasal boundaries very consistently, their duration is correlated to the duration of
prepausal syllables which is less the case for the oral interview style. News presenters
also speak at a moderate-high tempo, intermediate to the two other styles. Notably,
there is a higher density of accents in news speech than in the two other styles. 
30 More recent studies confirmed this trend for higher accent density in French radio
news (e.g., Goldman et al., 2007). The higher density is in particular due to the fact that
more  initial  accents  are  realized  by  the  speakers.  Initial  accents  in  French  occur
towards  the  beginning  of  an  accentual  phrase.  For  example,  the  phrase  le 
covoiturage'the car pooling' can feature an initial accent (underscored) in addition to
the  regular  boundary-marking  final  accent  (in  bold).  The  role  and  rules  for  the
occurrence of French initial accents are still not entirely understood. Several functions
have been discussed such as an eurhythmic function, an emphatic function, boundary-
marking or even lexical marking (e.g., Fonagy, 1980; Vaissière & Michaud, 2006, Welby,
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2006). In radio speech, it is not only the quantity, but also the quality of initial accents
that  is  noticeable  (Goldman et  al.,  2007).  The melodic  peaks  of  initial  accents  have
higher excursions than in other speech styles. In general, pitch range in radio speech is
higher  and  the  overall  melodic  contour  more  dynamic  (e.g.,  more  dynamic  tonal
targets). 
31 Studies on news presentations in the audiovisual media in other languages have stated
a similar trend towards an increased use of dynamic intonation and additional accents
(for Spanish, see Rodero, 2013; for Australian English, see Price, 2008; for Polish, see
Francuz, 2010, for Swiss German, Luginbühl, 2012). Some of these authors criticize this
phenomenon  as  decreasing  listener's  comprehension  (Francuz,  2010;  Rodero,  2007,
2013).  Rodero (2013)  remarks that  Spanish news presenters  would often accentuate
function  words  and  mark  more  intonation  groups  than  usual  in  Spanish  speech,
thereby "producing a break in the meaning of the message" (Rodero, 2013: 522). In a
similar  vein,  Francuz  (2010)  suggests  that  Polish  TV  news  speakers  use  incorrect
accentuation  and  intonation.  In  his  experimental  study,  he  found  better
comprehension and recall when participants were listening to a 'corrected' prosodic
version  than  when  watching  the  original  television  news  (Francuz,  2010).
Unfortunately,  the  differences  between  these  two  versions  were  not  acoustically
assessed, so it remains unclear how differences in comprehension were related to the
acoustics of the news. Future studies should shed more light on the question of how
rhythmic properties affect comprehension by combining both perceptual measures and
acoustic measures. 
32 However, rhythmic aspects of radio speech are likely to induce positive communicative
effects as well. Despite overall higher accent density, presenters of French radio news
optimally  distinguish  between  different  accent  types  (Astésano  2001,  p.233).  The
accents in question had either pragmatic-semantic functions or structural functions.
Pragmatic-semantic accents underline the informational importance of a constituent
(e.g.,  narrow  focus)  or  mark  single  words  as  particularly  relevant  (i.e.,  emphasis).
Structuring accents such as final and initial accents mark phrasal or lexical boundaries
or  rhythmic structure  in  general.  Astésano's  (2001)  results  demonstrated  that
pragmatic-semantic accents showed higher duration and more salient pitch excursions
than structural accents. In addition, structural accents (final vs. initial accents) were
clearly  differentiated  as  well.  Phonetically,  final  accents  had  prolonged  rime
components,  whereas  initial  accents  had  prolonged  consonantal  onsets  and  more
variable pitch slopes. These findings show that presenters mark different functions of
accents very clearly in French news speech. This could help listeners in distinguishing
between accents and in identifying the message by relying on the appropriate discourse
markers. In addition, grouping of speech patterns in time appears to be very efficient in
French radio news. In their study, Degand & Simon (2009) found that French-speaking
news  presenters  (from  Belgium,  France  and  Switzerland)  consistently  delimited
syntactic  chunks  by  prosodic  boundaries.  Degand  &  Simon  (2009:  98)  called  this
matching a “didactic strategy” of boundary-marking. In fact, presenters rarely created
smaller chunks and avoided to separate closely related syntactic units (e.g., nouns and
their modifiers).
33 In sum, these results illustrate that the rhythmic features of French radio news speech
could  aid  listeners  to  decode  the  relevant  message,  notably  by  fostering  syntactic
segmentation and the distinction of semantic,  pragmatic and structural information
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linked to different accent types (Astésano, 2001; Degand & Simon, 2009). However, in
other languages, concerns have been raised that news presenters hyper-accentuate and
thereby obscure the salience of semantic-pragmatic accents (in Spanish, Polish; Rodero,
2007; Francuz, 2010). Future studies on radio speech should investigate the consistency
of accent marking cross-linguistically and find out if the audience can use this acoustic
markers in order to process and understand the information.  
 
3.3 Structuring time in radio speech – rhythm as a professional
pacemaker
34 According to the studies cited above, accent density is higher in audiovisual media than
in  other  speaking  styles.  It  is  intriguing  that  this  phenomenon  was  reported  for
typologically diverse languages with largely differing systems of prominence marking
such as English, Polish, French and Spanish. Importantly, accents were shown to recur
at quite regular time intervals of around 500-600 ms (in French and Swedish news, e.g,
Astésano, 2001; Fant, 2004, p. 221ff). This periodicity may be linked to more general
psycho-physiological rhythmic preferences. A frequency of 2 Hz was mentioned as a
benchmark  for  spontaneous  motor  tempo  and  highest  synchronization  efficiency
(Repp, 2005), for perceptually maximal pulse salience (e.g., Parncutt, 1994) and highest
temporal  estimation  precision  (Fraisse,  1963,  1982).  Moreover,  studies  on  neural
entrainment to speech have suggested that oscillations around 2 Hz (delta-band, foot
level) and 4-6 Hz (theta band, syllable level) are of particular importance in order to
guarantee fluent speech processing (e.g., Luo & Poeppel, 2007; Power et al. 2012, Peelle
& Davis, 2012). Hence, the recurring prominence patterns at approximately 2 Hz found
in radio speech may be a reflection of more general rhythmic preferences pertaining to
the perception and production of speech. In section 2 above,  it  was laid out how a
regular recurrence of prominences in speech can lead to entrainment and thereby, to
processing advantages in the semantic, syntactic and phonological domain. Therefore,
the  audience  may  benefit  from  these  regular  accent  occurrences  via  rhythmic
entrainment.
35 However, another way of looking at this phenomenon is from the perspective of the
speaker  himself.  One  might  argue  that  another  function  of  regular  prominence
patterns is to guide the speaker's own production. First, one concern of radio speakers
is  to  maintain  fluency  under  circumstances  of  relatively  high  articulation  rates
(Astésano, 2001; Degand & Simon, 2009). Speech is more error-prone with increasing
time  pressure  and  speaking  rates  (Oomen  &  Postma,  2001).  Therefore,  rhythmic
regularity may be a tool to ease speech planning and production and thereby foster
fluent production, a hypothesis actually pursued in stuttering research (e.g., Toyomura
et al., 2011). Second, radio speakers have to keep track of the duration of their own
productions in order to stay in time with the program's delimited time slots. It has
been argued that an important function of rhythmic regularity is to allow speakers to
situate themselves in time during a conversation (Erickson & Shultz, 1982). Under the
lack of a real-life conversational partner and the time constraints of audiovisual media,
it seems essential for the speaker to have techniques to estimate his actual “being” in
time.
36 Physical time and time experience are not going hand in hand (see Wittman, 2009, for a
review).  In  situations  of  stress  or  heightened  arousal,  time  estimation  can  be
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considerably distorted (e.g., Droit-Volet & Gil, 2009, for a review). As broadcasting in
radio  is  done  under  constant  time  pressure,  techniques  of  keeping  time  can  be
beneficial for the speaker to cope and feel at ease with this particularly demanding
environment.  Only  a  few  psychological  studies  address  the  role  of  (self-produced)
rhythm in time estimation.  For instance,  results  of  a  non-verbal  time reproduction
experiment (Guay & Salmoni, 1987) suggested that participants develop a self-produced
inter-trial rhythm in order to maximize time estimation performance. In perception,
duration estimation of musical phrases in a musical piece improved substantially when
a  pattern  of  recurring  prominences  was  present  that  highlighted  the  hierarchical
structure  of  the  sound (Boltz,  1995).  A  regular  rhythmic  structure  in  speech could
similarly aid the overall time estimation of one's own speech in relation to units of
sense. Future studies could investigate a rich pool of new questions in this respect,
including the role of regular timing of prominences at intervals around 600 ms, a time
lapse that is estimated most precisely by humans (Fraisse, 1982). 
37 Finally, another rhythm-related pacemaker for radio speakers may be of a more bodily
nature.  The role  of  movement and gestures  in shaping the rhythmic structure and
experience of radio speech is another largely unexplored field. In section 2.3, it was laid
out that gestures show temporal coupling with speech prominences during production
and perception. Importantly, their presence translates into the speech signal and can
be literally “heard” by the listener without visual support (Krahmer & Swerts, 2007).
Gestures are produced by speakers during narrating even in the physical absence of the
listener (Alibali et al., 2001). They are therefore as well listener- as speaker-oriented.
However, as radio news are delivered as an auditory signal, it is rare that audiovisual
recordings from the studio are acquired (but see Fauré, this volume). Hence, relatively
little is known on the movements and gestures of radio presenters. However, gesturing
is encouraged by textbooks of radio journalism:
 “Gestures help communicate ideas in ways other than purely using words. You may
want to frown when you read a sad or serious story, or smile when you have a
kicker to read. A complicated story may benefit in the telling if you gesticulate.”
(Chantler & Stewart, 2009, p.185).
38 Finally,  temporal properties of gestures could allow for time-keeping during speech
production. One approach to gesture has proposed a rhythmic pulse to which gestures
and speech content jointly align (Tuite, 1993). In this perspective, speakers could use
gestures to structure their utterances in time and thereby, keep track of the lapse of
time. Beat gestures are good candidates for this purpose as they have been described as
markers  of  emphasis  and also  as  organizing elements  of  the  rhythmic  structure  of
utterances (McNeill, 1992). Future research should inspect in more detail the temporal
dynamics and determinants of joint gesture and speech production in radio speech and
investigate if they contribute to help the speaker keep track of the temporal structure
of his own discourse.  
 
4. Conclusion
39 The aim of this article was to highlight the communicative functions of speech rhythm
in radio broadcasting from a multidisciplinary perspective. This overview showed that
speech  rhythm  has  high  impact  on  how  we  learn,  understand  and  process  verbal
information as well as on how we interact and manage the course of conversation with
others.  Speech  rhythm  could  help  radio  presenters  to  meet  at  least  two  major
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challenges  of  their  profession:  to  get  the  listener  involved  and  engaged  with  the
broadcast and to keep up with time lines during  broadcasting. The major rhythmic
cues  supporting  these  goals,  at  least  in  French  radio  speech,  were  as  follows:  1)
consistent grouping of syntactic chunks via prosodic boundaries and pauses, 2) clear
acoustic marking of different accent types, 3) high accent density and a regular accent
recurrence, potentially coupled with gestures. However, when some of these cues are
missing  or  become  exaggerated,  detrimental  effects  on  comprehension  may  arise.
Therefore, future studies should investigate the relation between rhythmic structure in
radio  speech  and  comprehension.  In  addition,  new  pathways  were  identified  to
investigate speech rhythm as a tool that presenters use themselves to control the time
and timing  of  their  own speech  production.  Gesture  could  also  play  a  role  in  this
endeavor as  it  affects  the temporal  as  well  as  informational  structuring speech.  To
conclude, research on speech rhythm in radio broadcasting offers many opportunities
to examine the dynamics and unfolding of speech patterns over time and to shed light
on their  effects  on speech perception and production.  Thereby,  we will  also  better
understand the nature of professional routines that aid radio presenters to stand the
test of time each and every day.  
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NOTES
1. As the main focus of this article is on rhythm, the role of syntax in grouping, although equally
important, will not be discussed.
RÉSUMÉS
Le  temps  est  une  ressource  précieuse  dans  les  médias  audio-visuels.  Les  journalistes  qui
travaillent à la radio sont particulièrement soumis aux contraintes temporelles. Leur message
doit  être  diffusé  en  quelques  minutes  ou  secondes  sans  le  support  visuel  d'un  texte  ou  des
images. Ainsi, le message doit être structuré de telle façon que les aspects les plus importants
seront  proéminents  dans  le  discours  et  intéressent  l'audience.  D'un  autre  point  de  vue,  les
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journalistes ont besoin de bien contrôler le temps qu'ils mettent eux-mêmes pour prononcer leur
discours  et  de  s'orienter  dans  le  temps  pour  ajuster  le  temps  de  leur  intervention  le  plus
précisément possible. Dans cette contribution, j'examine l'hypothèse que le rythme de la parole
fournit les structures nécessaires pour la réussite dans ces défis journalistiques. Dans un premier
temps,  je  présente  la  littérature  sur  la  nature  du  rythme  de  la  parole  et  son  rôle  dans  la
perception  et  le  traitement  de  la  parole,  l'acquisition  de  la  langue  et  dans  l'interaction.
Deuxièmement, je passe en revue les résultats principaux des études concernant la proéminence
rythmique  dans  le  phonostyle  radiophonique.  Finalement,  l'hypothèse défendue  est  que  le
rythme de la parole, parfois concurremment avec les gestes, conduit à un meilleur timing et une
meilleure  estimation  du  temps  par  les  journalistes  eux-mêmes  quand  ils  sont  à  l'antenne.
L'article fournira au lecteur un aperçu détaillé et multidisciplinaire de la littérature et identifiera
les enjeux et de nouvelles pistes pour la recherche future à propos du rythme de la parole à la
radio.
Time is one of the most precious resources in the audio-visual media. Journalists working in
radio broadcasting are particularly subject to time constraints. Their message has to be passed on
by the  speech signal  in  a  few minutes  or  seconds  without  visual  support  of  written text  or
pictures. Therefore, the message has to be structured in a way that the most important aspects of
the  information  are  made  prominent  and  interesting  for  the  audience.  On  the  other  hand,
journalists have to keep in time and need strategies to orient themselves in time in order to
achieve exact timing of their spoken discourse. In this article, I lend support to the notion that
the rhythmic structure of  speech is  one of  the major tools  for journalists  to succeed in this
endeavor. First, I review some of the literature on the nature of speech rhythm and its role for
speech perception, language acquisition, processing and interaction. Second, the state of the art
about what we know about rhythmic prominence in radio broadcasting is given. Finally, the idea
will be advanced that speech rhythm, sometimes in conjunction with gesture, improves timing
and time estimation in journalists speaking on air. A rich set of literature from different domains
is presented in order to identify major questions and pathways for future research on speech
rhythm in radio broadcasting.
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